
	  

HOW	  TO	  USE	  YOUR	  CHI	  CUBES	  

	  
	  
"What I love about using the Chi Cubes is that they are each the absolute essence of 
pure energy! By holding them in your left hand you can feel what each energy feels 
like, as each energy is beautifully balanced and absolutely unique.” - Deborah 
 
To Start: 
Place one in your left hand and then get quiet and just see what that that energy feels 
like. It may take some time for the energy to come in, and you may feel the Chi Cube 
gets heavy, and after a while you may feel tingles as well. You might also notice 
where the energy goes to in your body. Once you've played with each distinct energy, 
then start stacking. Stack them on top of each other in your left hand as your 
energy comes in through your left hand across your shoulders, through your heart 
meridian and down your your right arm and releases through your right hand. I find 
that 3 is ideal for each stack but everyone is different so experiment and see which 
combinations resonate for you. Now take your stack of ChiCubes and put it on your 
alter or your dresser, and just take a very small piece of your hair and slip it under 
the stack. Your hair is your DNA and thus a hologram of you. Because of the carrying 
waves on all or our ChiCubes the energy from the cubes will jump hyperspace 
right into your energy field so you are resonating at those energies. Feel yourself 
enveloped in a protective cocoon of beautiful healing energy!  
 
You can be in the Far East, and if your HighChi Cube Stack is at home with your DNA 
underneath, you will still be resonating at what you want to create, be it protection, 
Self Love, Intuition or Attract True Love! How elegant is that!  
 
How to further Amplify the energy on your ChiCubes: 
 
When you use the chi cubes, and wear your HighChi Power Pieces you are resonating 
at an even higher Level of energy. The energies communicate with each other and 
work synergistically (where the whole is greater than the sum of it's parts), setting 
up a resonate frequency which is even higher and so you feel even more protected, 
uplifted, grounded, etc. depending on which energies you are working with. It's all 



about the law of attraction, so what we resonate at is what we create. Let yourself 
Be Lifted.  
 
All of our energies are beautifully balanced as we have over 50 different measuring 
techniques and have over 200 designer energies. HighChi is Le Haute couture of 
Subtle Energy Science! I just love to say that! 
More Information: 
 
The Acrylic Chi Cubes bond extremely well to subtle energy. To energize the Chi Cubes 
we are using a combination of Ancient Egyptian Sacred Geometric Prayers for very 
specific things such as Healthy Heart, Healthy Eyes, Healing, Attract True Love, etc., 
and amplifying them even further with our own beautifully balanced energies. Each 
prayer has different sacred geometry so they are all very unique.  
 
The reason we know these are prayers is because we're measured them, and they all 
resonate to the Higher Harmonic of Gold, which presences itself when we pray. To me 
these Prayers feel like each sacred geometric line is a little brush that cleans away all 
that is in the way of having a healthy heart, healthy eyes, etc. When you use the 
ChiCubes or wear your HighChi Power Pieces, you are enveloped in this beautiful 
cocoon of Divine energy. This cocoon is an energy portal to the Divine, both sending 
and receiving energy information, and because we have amplified these beautiful 
prayers with our own energies such as Life Force, there is enormous grace, so when 
you ask for what you want, meditate or pray the energy is amplified even further as you 
yourself are producing the Higher Harmonic of Gold, so they work synergistically! Ask 
and you will receive.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
	  


